
Incomparable Sound and Scalability



New Components Enhance System Flexibility

Ever since Yamaha’s first professional live sound console was released more than 40 years ago, 

the PM series has been the fertile ground from which numerous significant sound reinforcement milestones 

have grown. Many of those innovations have become standard tools that professionals depend on to this day. 

The RIVAGE PM10 launched a new generation of PM consoles that continues to evolve as new software and 

hardware are rolled out. In terms of sound quality, operation, functionality, reliability, expandability, and more,

the RIVAGE PM10 is a thoroughly refined flagship that defines the direction for future generations. 

It is a worthy heir to the PM name that brings true innovation to the developing live sound scene.

 An Evolving
PM Generation

As 2017 marks the 30th anniversary of Yamaha digital audio development 
and production, the release of two new components enhances the versatility 
of the RIVAGE PM10 system: the compact CS-R10-S control surface and 
HY256-TL-SMF TWINLANe card with single-mode optical fiber support.

The CS-R10-S control surface is approximately two thirds the size of the 
original CS-R10, offering the same refined operability for environments with 
limited space. A Dual Console function (to be supported via a future update) 
will allow two CS-R10 and/or CS-R10-S control surfaces to be connected to 
a single DSP-R10 DSP engine, so that separate CS-R10-S control surfaces 
can be used at the FOH and monitor positions, or a CS-R10-S can be used 
as a sidecar for a CS-R10, for example.

The HY256-TL-SMF is a TWINLANe card that supports single-mode optical 
fiber. Yamaha’s TWINLANe audio network with up to 400-channel capacity 
previously supported multi-mode fiber connections, and now the HY256-TL-
SMF expands system connection flexibility by also supporting single-mode 
fiber connections for reliable operation over long distances.



The RIVAGE PM10 channel EQ and dynamics have also been significantly updated and fine-tuned to match the innovations in the input 
section. The input channels feature 4-band full parametric EQ, while the output channels are equipped with 8-band full parametric EQ, 
with 4 algorithm types that include newly developed variations. The “Precise” algorithm makes it easy to target and control specific 
EQ points, the “Aggressive” algorithm is designed for the most musical response, and the “Smooth” algorithm offers smooth, natural 
control. There’s also a “Legacy” algorithm that provides the familiar feel and response of the equalizers provided in industry-standard 
Yamaha digital consoles such as the PM1D and PM5D. The 
“Precise” algorithm includes Q parameters on the low and high 
shelving filters that allow filter overshoot to be flexibly controlled 
for added musical impact. Two dynamics stages are provided, 
each functioning as a gate, two types of compressor, ducker, or 
de-esser as required. The two compressor types are “Legacy 
Comp,” inheriting the characteristics of the standard compressors 
in Yamaha digital consoles, and “Comp260,” which is a beautiful 
VCM model of a popular analog comp/limiter from the mid 70s. 
The latter accurately models the characteristics of the VCA circuit 
and RMS level detector used in the original device, with the effect 
of each parameter fine-tuned for optimum effect in live-sound 
applications. Presets that recreate the original fixed settings of 
this classic comp/limiter are also provided for convenience in 
situations that require the original sound.

Through in-depth collaboration with Dan Dugan Sound Design, 
renowned Dan Dugan automatic microphone mixing with its 
advanced algorithm is built into the RIVAGE PM10 digital mixing 
system  (V1.5 or later). Setup is easy: just insert the processor 
into up to 64 channels for automatically optimized microphone 
gain distribution. Gain control is smooth and natural, as though 
experienced human operators were doing the mix. The system also 
effectively reduces feedback and comb filter issues. For speech 
applications, especially non-scripted situations, this allows the 
operator to concentrate on details other than fader operation for 
consistently high-quality mixes.

The Hybrid Microphone Preamplifiers at the input stage of the RIVAGE PM10 
system provide the fundamental character for the system’s overall sound. 
One of the most important aspects of that character is the natural sound of the 
analog stage, consistent with the “Natural Sound” philosophy that Yamaha has 
championed all along. Parts selection, mechanical construction, circuit layout, 
power supply, and grounding can all affect the quality of analog circuitry, 
and have been painstakingly reviewed and refined in the RIVAGE PM10.
Even the slightest changes due to variations in individual parts have been 
rigorously evaluated and redressed. Final adjustments were made on the basis 
of aural evaluation by Yamaha experts as well as eminent outside engineers, 
resulting in a totally new design that is genuinely worthy of “flagship” status. 
The system’s ability to accurately capture the sound being produced on stage 
provides the best possible foundation for creative processing.
Another vital factor contributing to the superb sound of the Hybrid Microphone 
Preamplifier is its digital stage. The transformer circuitry and SILK processing 
incorporated in high-end analog devices from Rupert Neve Designs, designed 
by the legendary Rupert Neve himself, have been precisely modeled using 
original Yamaha VCM (Virtual Circuitry Modeling) technology. The SILK 
processing function provided in the RIVAGE PM10 Hybrid Microphone 
Preamplifiers offers two variations: “RED” for sparkling energy, and “BLUE” 
for solidity and power. There’s also a continuously variable “TEXTURE” knob 
that musically shapes the harmonic components to best suit the source. The 
benefits of SILK processing are also evident in the way channel EQ and reverb 
plug-ins affect the sound. These extraordinary preamplifiers are available for 
use on all RIVAGE PM10 input channels.

Toshifumi Kunimoto
Engineering Manager,
Research & Development Division

Rupert Neve

Channel EQ and Compression Refined to Unprecedented Levels

Hybrid Microphone Preamplifiers: 
A Solid Foundation for Superior Sound

Dan Dugan Automatic Mixer Built In

Designed and Refined for 
Sonic Perfection

Precise Aggressive

Smooth Legacy
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Processing quality has always been a major strength of Yamaha digital consoles. The comprehensive selection of 

plug-ins available for use in the CL and QL series Premium Rack and Effect Rack, including models of in-demand 

classics, are highly regarded features of those consoles. The RIVAGE PM10 system includes all of those effects 

seamlessly merged with several new additions for a total of 50 plug-ins. Processing power has been substantially 

increased, allowing up to 192 instances of complex plug-ins such as the Portico 5033 or Portico 5043 to be used 

simultaneously. The RIVAGE PM10 plug-ins are not just showy bells and whistles. They are carefully chosen, 

practical effects that can be invaluable for creative processing in real-world live sound applications.

Rupert EQ/Comp, 
TC Electronic Reverb, 
Eventide Ultra Harmonizer, and more

Rupert EQ 773

Rupert EQ 773 is a processor that emulates the equalizer section built into 
numerous classic consoles developed by Rupert Neve during the 1960s 
and 1970s. It accurately models a peerless EQ that is loved by engineers 
around the world and has been used on numerous historic recordings. With 
a distinctive EQ curve and rich overtones, this unit is notable for the way in 
which slight adjustments in the gain can produce vivid changes in the sound’s 
expressiveness and sense of airiness. Even large EQ boosts do not fatigue the 
ear, but still allow the musical component of the source to be emphasized.

Portico 5033

Portico 5033 is a digital emulation of a 5-band analog EQ made by Rupert 
Neve Designs. Portico 5033 EQ inherits features from the 1073, originally 
designed by Rupert Neve and now regarded as a classic, and provides 
distinctive tone control characteristics. The input/output transformers, 
designed by Rupert Neve himself, are also modeled using VCM technology, 
giving this model a highly musical sound even when bypassed.

Rupert Comp 754

Rupert Comp 754 emulates another compressor/limiter section built into 
a range of classic consoles developed by Rupert Neve during the 1960s 
and 1970s. This model lies at the root of the bus compressors used as 
standard items in studios and broadcast stations, and is noted for its smooth,  
natural compression that does not dilute the expressive power of the source.

Rupert Comp 830
Rupert Comp 830 faithfully emulates the compressor section built into 
advanced recording consoles developed by Rupert Neve during the 1980s. 
In addition to providing a broad range of Attack and Release control, this 
compressor provides an EQ and filter on the sidechain, giving you an 
extremely broad range of tone-shaping possibilities so that you can create 
nearly any sound you can imagine.

Rupert EQ 810

Rupert EQ 810 is an emulation of the equalizer section built into the most 
revered recording consoles developed by Rupert Neve during the 1980s. 
A notable aspect of this EQ is that whether it is used to boost or to cut, 
the tonal changes it produces are effective and easy to understand. 
In contrast to the dramatic sound of Rupert EQ 773, Rupert EQ 810 makes 
it easy to produce refined, detailed, smooth tonal changes, while also  
giving you a broad range of control. This all-around EQ lets you create  
any sound you need.

Portico 5043

The Portico 5043 processor emulates an analog compressor made by Rupert 
Neve Designs, designed as a “partner” to the Portico 5033 EQ. Its greatest 
feature is switchable gain reduction type. You can switch between the FF 
(Feed-Forward) circuit gain reduction that is currently mainstream and the FB 
(Feed-Back) circuit used on vintage compressors, providing easy access to 
differing sound characters as needed.

H3000 Live

VSS4HD

VSS4HD is a room simulation reverb developed by TC 
Electronic, providing musical-sounding reverberation with 
a vast variety of simulated reflections. The location of the 
original sound can be specified to create more precise, 
realistic sound field positioning than is possible with simple 
panning.

NonLin2

NonLin2 is a reverb effect processor from TC Electronic that 
allows user envelope adjustment. It includes vocal ambience, 
drum sound, reverse reverb, and a “twist” effect.

The Eventide H3000 Ultra-Harmonizer features outstanding effect quality that 
has made it an enduring favorite of engineers and musicians everywhere. Now 
the newly developed H3000 Live offers that same performance optimized 
for live-sound applications. This powerful processor provides pitch shift, 
delay, reverb, modulation, filter, and other modules that can be combined as 
required with an advanced algorithm that delivers remarkably organic overall 
sound. Carefully crafted presets make it is easy to achieve intricate, sonorous 
effects, adding rich harmonization or chorus to vocals, creating big guitar 
sounds with lush harmonics, or providing top-quality delay and reverb.
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Analog Delay

This delay effect is based on the Yamaha E1010 analog delay released in the 1970s, 
with a few refinements to bring it up to date for modern applications. It delivers the 
same deep, organic echo sound that was a characteristic of the BBD analog delay 
devices used in the original E1010. Modulation can be added for a thick chorus 
sound. And, taking versatility to the next level, it is possible to select BBD sounds 
that were not available in the original E1010 so you have characters ranging from 
clear and precise to warm.

Buss Comp 369

Buss Comp 369 emulates a standard bus compressor that has been used in 
recording studios and broadcasting stations since the 1980s. It produces smooth, 
natural compression that does not interfere with source signal nuances, in contrast 
with the aggressive compression of the U76. Buss Comp 369 includes a compressor 
and a limiter that you can use individually or in combination. The rich overtones 
generated by the audio input and output transformers and discrete class-A circuitry 
are modeled too, adding depth and unity to the sound.

MBC4

This high-quality four-band compressor utilizes VCM technology and features a 
GUI that offers outstanding operability and visibility. All advantages of the musical 
behavior of analog compressors have been built into the gain reduction circuitry of 
the MBC4, allowing smooth control of dynamics while retaining the over all image of 
the original sound. The sound image can also be visually manipulated via 
a graphical display.

Equalizer601

Equalizer601 emulates the characteristics of an analog equalizer of the 1970s. 
It can create a sense of drive by reproducing distinctive analog circuit distortion.

U76

U76 is a processor that emulates a standard vintage compressor used in a wide 
variety of situations. Rather than providing a typical threshold parameter, the 

compressor’s effect is determined by adjusting the balance between the input gain and output gain. Setting the RATIO parameter 
to “All mode” produces an extremely powerful compression sound that is a well-known characteristic of this model. Rich 
overtones produce an aggressive tonal character. Max100

Max100 reproduces a classic phaser effect that appeared in the second half of the 
1970s and continues to be popular today. With just four modes and a speed knob, 
it produces a variety of distinctive phase sounds.Comp276

Comp276 emulates the characteristics of a sought-after analog compressor 
commonly used in recording studios. It produces a thick, solid sound that is 
suitable for drums or bass.

Dynamic EQ

Dynamic EQ provides a filter through which the same frequency band as the EQ is fed 
to a sidechain, varying EQ gain dynamically in response to input signal level changes. 
The effect is similar to applying a compressor or expander to a specific frequency 
band. For example, Dynamic EQ can be used as a vocal de-esser, applying EQ only 
to the sibilance frequency band when sibilance becomes obtrusive, 
for a natural sound that does not degrade the character of the source.

Dynamic EQ4

Dynamic EQ4 is a 2-band dynamic equalizer that has been expanded to have 4 
bands. The extra bands provide broader sound shaping capability, and a KEY IN 
source selection function enables a variety of new applications. For example, if 
Dynamic EQ is applied to guitar and the vocal microphone is selected as the KEY IN 
source, the guitar midrange can automatically be dipped a little whenever the vocals 
come in, to give the vocals more space and make them stand out.

Dual Phaser

Dual Phaser reproduces a vintage phaser that was manufactured during the 1970s. 
Two phasers, two LFOs, and four selectable modes provide a wide range of effect 
variation.

REV-X

REV-X is a reverb algorithm that provides high-density, richly reverberant sound 
quality, with smooth decay as well as dispersion and depth that work together 
to enhance the original sound. You can choose one of three programs to suit the 
environment and your creative intent: REV-X Hall, REV-X Room, and REV-X Plate.

Opt-2A

Opt-2A emulates an acclaimed vacuum tube optical compressor. Level is controlled 
using optical components, a CdS cell and EL panel, to produce smooth, organic-
sounding compression. The beautiful high-frequency overtones and warm distortion 
created by the vacuum tube circuit result in an elegant, sophisticated sound.

EQ-1A

EQ-1A emulates a vintage passive EQ that is considered to be a true classic. It 
features a distinctive operating style, with controllable boost and attenuation for 
selectable low and high frequency regions. The frequency response is unlike typical 
equalizers, giving this model a unique and appealing sonic signature. The input/output 
circuitry and vacuum tubes also contribute to musical, well-balanced character.

Vintage Phaser

Vintage Phaser provides a high degree of sound-shaping flexibility without being 
a simulation of any specific model. With 4/6/8/10/12/16 stages and two different 
modes, it can function as a variety of phaser types. Vintage Phaser provides speed, 
center frequency, depth, feedback, and color settings for detailed effect control.

OPENDECK

OPENDECK emulates the tape compression created by two open reel 
tape recorder types (a recording deck and a reproduction deck). You can 
customize the sound quality by adjusting parameters such as deck type, 
tape quality, playback speed, and more.
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System Components and Configuration

Control Surface CS-R10

DSP Engine DSP-R10

Audio Interface Card RY16-ML-SILK
16-Channel Mic/Line Input Card

Audio Interface Card 

HY256-TL
256-Channel TWINLANe Network I/O Card

(Multi-mode optical fiber)

Audio Interface Card 

HY256-TL-SMF
256-Channel TWINLANe Network I/O Card

(Single-mode optical fiber)

Audio Interface Card 

HY144-D
144-Channel Dante Network I/O Card

Audio Interface Card RY16-DA
16-Channel Analog Output Card

Audio Interface Card RY16-AE
16-Channel AES/EBU I/O Card

I/O Rack RPio622 I/O Rack RPio222

Control Surface CS-R10-S

In a RIVAGE PM10 system the CS-R10 or CS-R10-S control surface and DSP-R10 DSP engine are connected via the dedicated 
Console Network using Ethernet cables in a ring configuration. The DSP engine and up to eight RPio622 and/or RPio222 I/O rack 
units are then networked in a ring configuration via TWINLANe digital I/O cards installed in the HY card slots provided in each 
device. All component feature dual built-in power supply modules for failsafe redundancy.

TWINLANe is an original Yamaha digital audio network protocol that can handle up to 400 channels via multi-mode or single-mode 
optical cable. A ring network configuration makes setup easy, while providing redundancy that will keep the system running 
if a cable fails or other malfunction occurs. Use HY256-TL digital I/O cards for multi-mode connections, 
and HY256-TL-SMF cards for single-mode connections.

The RIVAGE PM10 system can be connected to a computer for multitrack recording, or to CL/QL series digital mixing consoles 
as well as other external devices via the HY144-D Dante network interface card.

A computer running the RIVAGE PM10 Editor software application can be connected to a DSP-R10 DSP engine to allow online 
status monitoring as well as redundant control capability in case the connection between the CS-R10 or CR-R10-S control surface 
and DSP engine is lost. The RIVAGE PM10 Editor can also be used for offline system setup.
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Mixing Capacity ———————————————————————  
 44.1/48/88.2/96 kHz
 144 input channels
 72 Mix buses, 36 Matrix buses
 Stereo buses A and B (or Mono bus)
 Cue A/B, Monitor A/B

Control Surface (CS-R10) ———————————————————
 Display: 15" touch panel x 2
 Faders: 38 (12+12+12+2)
 Selected Channel section: comprehensive channel parameters
 Custom Fader banks: 6 x 2 on each bay
 User Defined keys: 12 x 4 banks
 User Defined knobs: 4 x 4 banks
 Touch and Turn knobs: 2
 Analog I/O: 8 in / 8 out
 Slot: 2 MY slots
 AES/EBU: 4 in / 4 out (with SRC)
 Ports: GPI (8 in / 8 out), Word Clock Out, MIDI In/Out, 5 USB (1 for 2-track recording), Video Out (DVI-D)
 Power supply: dual redundant power supply built-in
 Dimensions (WxHxD): 1,549 x 417 x 848mm (61.0" x 16.4" x 33.4")
 Net Weight: 85 kg (187 lbs)

Control Surface (CS-R10-S) ——————————————————
 Display: 15" touch panel x 1
 Faders: 26 (12+12+2)
 Selected Channel section: comprehensive channel parameters
 Custom Fader banks: 6 x 2 on each bay
 User Defined keys: 12 x 4 banks
 User Defined knobs: 4 x 4 banks
 Touch and Turn knobs: 1
 Analog I/O: 8 in / 8 out
 Slot: 2 MY slots
 AES/EBU: 4 in / 4 out (with SRC)
 Ports: GPI (8 in / 8 out), Word Clock Out, MIDI In/Out, 5 USB (1 for 2-track recording), Video Out (DVI-D)
 Power supply: dual redundant power supply built-in
 Dimensions (WxHxD): 1,128 x 417 x 848mm (44.4" x 16.4" x 33.4")
 Net Weight: 67 kg (147.7 lbs)

DSP Engine (DSP-R10) ————————————————————
 Slot: 2 MY slots, 4 HY slots (TWINLANe, Dante)
 Ports: GPI (8 in / 8 out), Word Clock In/Out, MIDI In/Out, Remote,
 TC IN, Fault Output
 Power supply: dual redundant power supply built-in
 Dimensions (WxHxD): 480 x 232 x 490.8mm (18.9" x 9.1" x 19.3") (5U rack size)
 Net Weight: 20 kg (44 lbs)

I/O Rack (RPio622) ——————————————————————
 Slot: 6 RY slots, 2 MY slots, 2 HY slots (TWINLANe, Dante)
 Ports: Word Clock In/Out, Fault Output
 Power supply: dual redundant power supply built-in
 Dimensions (WxHxD): 480 x 455 x 489.7mm (18.9" x 17.9" x 19.3") (10U rack size)
 Net Weight: 30 kg (66 lbs)

Input Channel  ————————————————————————
 A/B, Gain Compensation, Digital Gain, HPF, LPF, 4-band PEQ, 2 Dynamics, Delay, 
 2 insert points (x4 daisy-chain), Direct Out

Output Channel  ———————————————————————
 HPF, LPF, 8-band PEQ, Dynamics, Delay (on channel and port), 2 insert points (x4 daisy-chain)

Scene Memory ————————————————————————  
 Number of scenes: 1000
 Functions: Recall Safe, Focus Recall, Fade Time, Preview, Overlay Filter, Isolate

DCA/Mute Group ———————————————————————  
 24 DCAs, 12 Mute Groups

Plug-ins ———————————————————————————  
 384 plug-in slots (The maximum number of plug-ins used at a time varies depending on the plug-in types)
 45 types of plug-ins

GEQ/PEQ  ——————————————————————————  
 48 racks (96 for Flex15GEQ and 8-band PEQ)
 31-band GEQ, Flex15GEQ, 8-band PEQ

Recording ——————————————————————————  
 2-track USB recording (MP3 and WAV)
 Multitrack recording and Virtual Soundcheck via Dante (option)

I/O Network (TWINLANe) ———————————————————  
 400 channels @ 44.1/48/88.2/96 kHz, 32-bit
 Network latency: 11 samples at 44.1/48 kHz, 12 samples at  88.2/96 kHz
 Topology: ring for network redundancy
 Recommended cable: Neutrik opticalCON DUO multimode fiber (HY256-TL) or 
 Neutrik opticalCON DUO singlemode fiber (HY256-TL-SMF)

Console Network ———————————————————————  
 Topology: ring for network redundancy
 Cable: CAT5e or better (etherCON)

Dante (HY144-D) ———————————————————————  
 144 in / 144 out @ 44.1/48/88.2/96 kHz, 32-bit
 Cable: CAT5e or better (etherCON)

Application software —————————————————————
 RIVAGE PM10 Editor (Windows)

Planned functions in the future update ————————————
 Engine Mirroring / Engine Cascade / Dual Console / Event List (Timecode chase) / 
 Nuendo Live Remote / RIVAGE PM10 StageMix and more

*All specifications are subject to change without notice. 
*All trademarks and registered trademarks are property of their respective owners.

Specifications

Yamaha RIVAGE PM10 Feature Vlog
The RIVAGE PM10 world is vast and evolving, so we have created a YouTube channel to provide information and 
details that can’t be covered in a simple brochure. You can also find installation reports and other information at the 
Yamaha Pro Audio website. Please visit and learn more about one of the greatest live audio systems on the planet!
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